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ABSTRACT
The operating system kernel plays an important role in the whole computer system. In this paper, we try to improve application performance by optimizing the underlying operating system kernel. The technique we take advantage of is profile-guided optimization, which is a compiler optimization technique commonly used in user applications. We implement the technique in the Linux kernel and present some preliminary results evaluated on six popular server applications: Apache, nginx, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Redis and memcached. We also discuss some opinions about kernel performance improvement and some problems with applying this technique to the kernel.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the operating system kernel is optimized to meet the performance requirements of different types of applications. Tradeoffs are made everywhere to guarantee that there is no performance bottleneck. However, such a general-purpose kernel is often suboptimal in a specific application scenario.

In this paper, we propose a general method to optimize the operating system kernel for each specific application. In our method, we take advantage of a compiler optimization technique called profile-guided optimization (PGO). PGO is commonly used in user applications for performance improvement. Well-known projects such as Firefox [16] and PHP [14] have already adopted this technique for a few years. But as far as we know, the technique has not been applied to the operating system kernel yet. We implement the method in the Linux kernel and show that it is an effective method for improving the performance of various popular server applications.

We decide to conduct experiments on server applications mainly for three reasons. First, many server applications run on dedicated servers. For example, many web servers running Apache do not run other applications. This feature makes server applications a perfect target of application-specific kernel optimization. Second, server applications are key components of the Internet infrastructure. Improving the performance of server applications has significant potential benefit to billions of Internet users. Third, many server applications are system-intensive, thus making kernel optimizations more accelerative.

Performance is a very hot topic in the operating system kernel community. We have seen numerous discussions on performance regressions and related bug fixes in the Linux kernel mailing list. Recent research on kernel performance mainly focuses upon problems faced in the multicore era, such as kernel locking and synchronization mechanisms [15], cache partitioning and management [22], cache-friendly process coscheduling [18], DDR-friendly memory allocation [20]. Compared with our method, previous work mainly focuses on specific performance problems, instead of specific applications.

The main contribution of our method is making application-specific kernel optimizations possible. Our method enables applications to run on matching operating system kernels that can maximize performance. The optimization process does not involve any source code modification either to the target applications or to the kernel.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides some background knowledge about our method. Readers that are familiar with the PGO technique may skip this section. Section 3 describes how we implement PGO in the Linux kernel. In Section 4, we evaluate the method with six real-world server applications. In Section 5, we discuss advantages of using PGO in the kernel and some problems with applying the PGO technique to the kernel. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. BACKGROUND

Profile-guided optimization has been well studied in the compiler design field [17]. The technique is supported by modern compilers including GCC [9], Microsoft Visual C++ Compiler [11], Intel C++ Compiler [10], etc.

PGO consists of the following three phases.

The first phase is instrumentation. In this phase, the compiler instruments the target application during compilation in order to collect profile information that will be used for later optimizations. The profile information consists of control flow traces, value and address profiles, etc. For example, the `-fprofile-generate` option which is used in this phase in GCC enables the following options: `-fprofile-arcs`, `-fprofile-values`, `-fvpt`. The three options are responsible for profiling control flow graphs, profiling values, and doing value profile transformations respectively.

The second phase is collection. In this phase, the instrumented target application is executed for several times to collect profile information. The execution process should be as close to real-world scenarios as possible. After execution, the collected profile information is stored in some data files. In GCC, the data file format is the same as the format used in gcov, the test coverage program of GCC.

The third phase is optimization. In this phase, the compiler uses the profile information collected in the second phase to optimize the target application. The profile information helps the compiler make better decisions at code layout, function inlining, loop unrolling, etc. In GCC, option `-fprofile-use` enables optimizations based on profile information.

3. IMPLEMENTATION

We implement the PGO technique in the Linux kernel according to the three previously explained phases. Figure 1 demonstrates our implementation.

Gcov is a test coverage program in GCC and it shares the same instrumentation infrastructure with PGO. Since gcov has already been supported by the Linux kernel [19], we only need to make a few modifications to further support PGO in the kernel. The gcov option `--coverage` in GCC only enables the `-fprofile-arcs` instrumentation, so what we do is adding support for options `-fprofile-values` and `-fvpt` into the kernel. We add the following profilers and their corresponding merging functions that are used in the instrumentation phase to the kernel gcov subsystem: indirect call profiler, ior profiler, average profiler, one value profiler, interval profiler, and pow2 profiler. Moreover, instrumenting certain kernel source files will break the kernel, resulting in boot failure. Therefore, we disable instrumentation options for these source files in the kernel makefile.

In the first phase, we configure the kernel with `CONFIG_GCOV_KERNEL=y` and `CONFIG_GCOV_PROFILE_ALL=y` enabled and set kernel makefile variable `CFLAGS_GCOV` to `-fprofile-generate`. Then we build the instrumented kernel as normal.

In the second phase of our method, we run applications with the instrumented kernel to collect profile information. Afterwards, a shell script is used to collect profile data files from DebugFS.

Another problem with kernel PGO is that the collected profile information lacks counter summary and histogram, which are required by GCC during optimization. The summary and histogram serve as statistics at the whole program level. For user applications, they are calculated by libgcov at the program exit time. But for the kernel, such a mechanism is not feasible. Instead, we
write a tool to help calculate the counter summary and histogram for the collected kernel profile information.

In the third phase of our method, we disable gcov-related kernel options previously set on, and rebuild the kernel with kernel makefile variable KCFLAGS set as “-fprofile-use -fprofile-correction -Wno-error=coverage-mismatch -fprofile-dir=/path/to/profile”. The kernel image we get in this phase is profile-guided optimized.

4. EVALUATION

We evaluate our method with six server applications, namely Apache, nginx, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Redis and memcached. We do not choose popular PHP or Java-based server applications like WordPress or Confluence because their performance mostly depends on the PHP interpreter or the Java virtual machine, as well as the supporting web servers and database servers.

Our evaluation environment is listed in Table 1. The six server applications run on the test machine. We have another client machine running testing tools. The test machine and the client machine are connected via gigabit Ethernet. We choose the Debian sid distribution for better support of the hardware and the version of kernel we use. We use tmpfs in our evaluation to avoid the uncertainty of disk I/O performance.

In our evaluation, we first run the server applications on the vanilla kernel and get their performance values via benchmarking tools. Then we do the PGO process described in previous sections and get six optimized kernels, for the six server applications respectively. In the profile collection phase, the specific server application runs on the instrumented kernel and the benchmarking tool is executed to produce profile information. Afterwards, we run the server applications on their corresponding optimized kernels and get their performance values again via benchmarking tools.

Figure 2 shows the evaluation result, which is the performance improvements of the six server applications running on the optimized kernels over the vanilla kernel. For Apache, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Redis and memcached, the performance improves by 1.71–10.27%. But for nginx, the performance decreases by 0.59%. Details about the server applications and performance results will be explained subsequently.

### 4.1 Apache

Apache is the most popular web server with a market share up to 38% of all websites [8]. It was investigated in previous work [15] and proved to be system-intensive. In our evaluation, we use the apache2 package distributed with Debian sid, which is Apache Version 2.4.7. We configure Apache to use the MPM event module [2] and increase the “MaxRequestWorkers” option, which determines the maximum number of connections that will be processed simultaneously, for later testing.

On the client, we use ab [1], the Apache HTTP server benchmarking tool, to get the performance of Apache running on the test machine. The size of the requested file is 4 bytes to avoid saturating the network bandwidth. We run 4 ab instances simultaneously, each one at concurrency level 100, performing 100 HTTP requests at a time. Each ab instance sends one million requests and outputs the average number of requests processed in one second. We add the four numbers to get the throughput of Apache.

On the vanilla kernel, Apache can handle 63889 requests per second. On the profile-guided optimized kernel, Apache can handle 70449 requests per second. The over 10% performance improvement shows that the Apache 2.4 release is still very system-intensive. Even though the MPM event module is introduced for asynchronous processing, the fundamental model of Apache is still based on threads. By optimizing kernel hot paths with profile information, we achieve impressive performance improvement on Apache.

### 4.2 Nginx

Nginx is another popular web server, which is remarkable for its high performance and low resource consumption. It is the third most widely used web server with a market share of over 15% among all websites [8]. In our evaluation, we use the nginx package distributed with Debian sid, which is Version 1.4.7. We increase the worker_processes option to 8 and the worker_connections option to 1000.

On the client, we also use ab for benchmarking, with the same settings as we do on Apache.

On the vanilla kernel, nginx can handle 97065 requests per second. On the profile-guided optimized kernel, the throughput of nginx decreases by 0.59% to 96494 requests per second. Due to the asynchronous event-driven approach adopted by nginx, it is less system-intensive than Apache. One possible reason that the PGO technique causes nginx performance degradation is that the critical kernel path after PGO becomes less code cache friendly to nginx. As we know, improper decisions at code layout, function inlining or loop unrolling may result in disturbance to cache locality. The performance degradation in this single case might be related to compiler misoptimization. But
we still need to investigate the root cause to make our method more reliable.

4.3 MySQL

MySQL is the most popular open-source relational database management system [5]. It is widely used in small websites for data management. In our evaluation, we use MySQL Community Server 5.6.16, which is the latest generally available release. We configure MySQL to use the default InnoDB storage engine [7].

The benchmarking tool we use to test the performance of MySQL is dbt2 [4], which is an open-source implementation of the TPC-C benchmark specification. It is an online transaction processing performance test. The dbt2 benchmark suite consists of a dataset generator, a database client, and a benchmarking driver. We first generate a dataset of 8 warehouses and import it to MySQL. Then we run the database client program and MySQL on the test machine. On the client machine, we run the dbt2 driver with 100 threads per warehouse. Each thread simulates a terminal connected to the server. The dbt2 performance metric is NOTPM, the number of new order transactions processed in one minute.

On the vanilla kernel, the throughput of MySQL is 69163 NOTPM. On the profile-guided optimized kernel, the throughput increases to 72474 NOTPM. The 4.79% improvement shows that MySQL is also system-intensive, although data query processing is CPU-intensive.

4.4 PostgreSQL

PostgreSQL is the second most popular open-source relational database management system [5]. Compared with MySQL, it provides better fundamental database features and more database capabilities [3]. In our evaluation, we use PostgreSQL 9.3.3. We increase the checkpoint_segments option to 64 because of checkpoint warnings in the PostgreSQL log file [13].

The benchmarking tool we use is also dbt2. We use the same settings as we do on MySQL.

On the vanilla kernel, the throughput of PostgreSQL is 71852 NOTPM. On the profile-guided optimized kernel, the throughput increases to 73080 NOTPM. Previous research also investigated PostgreSQL [15]. As the Linux kernel and PostgreSQL evolves, the performance of PostgreSQL is less restricted by the kernel. So our method achieves less performance improvement on PostgreSQL than on MySQL.

4.5 Redis

Redis is the most popular key-value store [5], widely available on many cloud platforms. Redis is a mostly single-threaded program and makes use of event-driven techniques to achieve concurrency [12]. In our evaluation, we use Redis Version 2.8.7.

On the client, we use the redis-benchmark tool, which is released together with Redis, to test the performance. We test the throughput of set and get operations. In the test, we run 4 redis-benchmark instances simultaneously, with 100 parallel connections per instance.

On the vanilla kernel, the throughput of Redis is 326363 set operations per second and 344239 get operations per second. On the profile-guided optimized kernel, the throughput increases to 336074 set operations per second and 359769 get operations per second. Compared with nginx, which also uses event-driven techniques, the throughput of Redis improves after kernel PGO. We believe the reason is that Redis is more system-intensive due to much more network connections processed per second than nginx.

4.6 Memcached
Memcached is the second most popular key-value store [5], which is also widely available on various cloud platforms. Compared with Redis, memcached is multi-threaded as well as event-driven. But memcached does not support data persistence. In our evaluation, we use memcached 1.4.17.

Although memcached supports multi-threading very well, we configure memcached to use only one thread because we fail to saturate the server if memcached serves with multiple threads. The same reason applies to our Redis test: we do not run multiple Redis instances on the test machine. Both Redis and memcached are highly efficient [6].

When testing memcached, we use the mc-benchmark tool, which is ported from the redis-benchmark tool to adapt to the memcached protocol. Benchmarking settings are the same as we do on Redis.

On the vanilla kernel, the throughput of memcached is 366089 set operations per second and 514800 get operations per second. On the profile-guided optimized kernel, the throughput increases to 377569 set operations per second and 528159 get operations per second. Since memcached does not support data persistence, it is faster than Redis. According to previous research, memcached itself is good enough, hardware is the bottleneck [15].

5. DISCUSSION

The method we propose in this paper to improve application performance by optimizing the underlying operating system kernel via the PGO technique is a general approach. We can use this method to adapt the kernel to any specific application or scenario. Although the method is not specialized, the profile-guided optimized kernel we get from this method is specific to the application scenario it is optimized for. We should not expect that the kernel performs well on other scenarios according to the principle of the PGO technique.

In this paper, we mainly focus on optimizing the kernel for server applications because many server applications are known to be system-intensive. Since servers play a key role in the Internet, a little improvement on server performance may contribute a lot to the productivity of the whole Internet.

Unlike server applications, desktop applications and mobile applications are mostly interactive. The performance problems in these applications often reside in their models of human-computer interaction. For mobile applications, energy efficiency is much more important. As far as we can see, there is little we can do in the kernel to help deal with the energy bugs or other issues discovered in mobile applications.

Recent research concerning operating system kernel performance is concentrated on specific features of the kernel, such as locking [15], memory management [20, 22], process scheduling [18]. These optimizations are general to applications. Looking into the Linux kernel mailing list, we find that posts about improving kernel performance also have the same characteristic. Our method pursues the opposite: it targets the whole kernel but is specific to each application scenario.

Linus Torvalds was in favor of checking compiler hints in the kernel source code instead of shipping profile information with kernel releases [21]. Although runtime profile feedback can help developers optimize the code, the optimization requires a lot of tradeoffs because source code changes must be general. In our method, there is no need to ship profile information with releases since different users may have different customizations on their own. We only provide a way to make customized optimizations possible. As long as the compiler is smart enough, our method should be reliable.

Currently, the compiler only takes into account the kernel profile information. Although the application behavior is to some extent reflected in the kernel profile information, the compiler still knows nothing about the interaction between the kernel and the application.

In our evaluation, we make use of benchmarking tools to test the performance of the six server applications because it is difficult to figure out and measure real-world workloads. We think that the results from ab, redis-benchmark and mc-benchmark are meaningful because the functionalities of Apache, nginx, Redis and memcached are onefold. The dbt2 benchmark suite implements the TPC-C benchmark specification, which should also be representative.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new method for improving application performance by optimizing the underlying operating system kernel. Unlike previous work, our method targets the whole kernel but is specific to each application scenario. We implement the method in the Linux kernel with the support of profile-guided optimization from GCC.

In evaluation, we run benchmarks on six popular server applications. For Apache, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Redis and memcached, performance improvements range from 1.71% up to 10.27%. But for nginx, performance decreases by 0.59% using our method. The culprit leading to performance degradation will be investigated to make our method more robust and reliable.

As future work, we will look into kernel PGO under real-world workloads such as small servers running Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP together, servers hosting virtual private servers, clusters used for big data analysis.
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